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Sisters of Omega Chi sponsor Blood Drive
Julia Campbell
Gri:.z/y News Writer

Someone once commented that
the purpose ofl ife is " to be useful,
10 be responsible, to be honorable,
robe compassionate. It is, after all,
10 matter: to count, to stand for
something, to have made some
difference that you lived at all."
Slowly coming to terms with the
horrible tragedies that left our nation in shock, the sisters of Omega
Chi set out to make that difference.
President and Vice President,
Krissy Swartz and Amy Garber,

noted how "amazing such a small
community of students can conform and actually work as a team
for the better good of not just our
community but those around us."
On October 16 and 17, the "smal l
community" was put to the test as
the sisters joined together for a
campus wide blood drive.
The manager for the Philadelphia Chapter of the American Red
Cross, Carmel Senatz, 1990
Ursin us alumnus and a member of
Omega Chi, encouraged the sisters to advertise and run the Blood

Drive. With a goal of I I 0 pints of
blood, the girls set out and were
soon bombarded with overwhelming responses from fellow students
willing to lend a hand in the actual
drive or donate their own blood.
Swartz remembered that, "many
students traveled to the Presbyterian church in September and were
unable to donate due to the overwhelming support."
The blood drive at Ursinus proved
to be a huge success as volunteers
lined up in Wismer Lower Lounge,

roll ed up their
sleeves, and prepared to give thetr
blood. Just one
month after the terrorist attacks on
our nation, the
Ursinus community still mourns for
loved ones lost but
comes together to
help make a positive difference in
the world.

Taking a Hike with the Environmental Studies Classes
Maureen Mower
Grizzly News Writer

Imagine hiking along a mountain

trail in the Lehigh Valley, admiring
all of the trees and plants. You
then come upon an area that appears to have been ravaged by
forest fires. In reality though, the
trees and plants have died due to
years of poll ution.
On October 21 , the environmen-

tal studies' students and faculty
members will take this hike. The
group will make a ten-mile journey
through the Appalachian Trail in
Blue Mountain.
According to Dr. Houghton
Kane, professor of politics, "This
trip will provide us with a visible,
tangible sight of the effects of not
controlling pollution."
The hikers will see damaged
foliage in Palmerton, Pennsylva-

World Cultures Club
Encourages CampusWide Cultural
Awareness
AyaSato
Grizzly News Writer

This year, Ursin us is home to 50
international students. However,
that number does not necessarily
reflect campus diversity.
There are concerns about how
little interaction goes on between
American and international students. Do you know what Musser
Hall is? Or do you know anything
about the new social organization
World Cultures Club? Even if you
do not, it is not too late to Jearn
about them and join upcoming
events.
Musser Hall is one of special
interest houses across Main Street.
According to the college web page,
it "offers an international living
experience encouraging student
Patticipation in the planning and
implementation of a variety of cultural activities." However, many
of their activities end up being
small. Sometimes they are limited
1015 people and sign-up sheets are
filled by residents required to atIt might appear that the
are not open enough to
III.YCIIVemore people.
•tlude:nts may think this dorm is
Yfc,riraternationaal students, but
In fact, there are 18
lllllleri,r'~n students taking advanof the great opportunities in
mu11Ker Hall this year.
At the
time, many international stustarted living out of Musser
of them are even resiassistants for different resi~ ..~~~~~~~ on campus.
opportunity to encourmteraction between Ameri-

nia. It is here that The Zinc Company, now owned by Viacom, has
been smelting zinc and other metals for over 80 years.
The company has been accused
of polluting the town and the surrounding area. The Zinc Company provides employment to the
Palmerton citizens, and it's employees control different aspects
of the town, including the local
radio and television stations.

The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has been studying
the Palmerton area since 1983.
They have found excessive
amounts of metals in the ground
and in houses.
Attempts to clean up the area
have been thwarted by the residents of Palmerton. who benefit
from the jobs and housing the company provides.
When the EPA planned to test

by drilling, the people argued
that drilling could possibly pollute even further. The EPA will
remain at the site until more than
half of the town has been cleaned
up.
The group from UC will be
leaving on at 8 am on Sunday,
October 21 . Any person mterested in taking part in the hike
should contact Dr. Kane.

"This trip will provide us
with a visible, tangible
sight of the effects of not
controlling polution."

---Dr. Houghton Kane
Professor of Politics

Gil Cook and Heather Potts named 2001
Homecoming King and Queen

can and international students began this fall. The brand-new World
Cultures Club exists to bridge these
two groups of students and to
promote cultural exchange. It is
planning culturally themed discussions over dinner, off-campus trips,
and campus-wide programs, probably working with other cultural
organizations such as South Asian
Students Association (SASA).
Recently, the club had a dessert
reception at Unity House, supervised by Jackie Harding, International student adviser and coordinatorfor International Admissions.
above: Homecoming Candidates walk out for the announcement or the King and
Twenty-three people were
Queen.
present, including ProfessorGildea
left: Heather Polls and Gil Cook pose after receiving their new titles.
from the Philosophy department.
The ratio of American and international students was almost half
and half.
"I went to the United Nations F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
International School for elementary education and I I ike getting to
know people from different cultures," said Alex Campbell, club
president. He thinks international
and American students do not
mix enough on campus, and he is
eager to help make the club active. He looks forward to sharing
his cultural background as an
African American.
World Cultures Club's door is
always open for all students, staff
and faculty. If you are interested,
please contact Jackie Haring
(email: jharing@ursinus.edu) or
Alex
Campbell
(email:
alcampbell@ursinus.edu). Also,
look for emails and fliers with
information on upcoming Musser
events and World Cultures Club
activities through the semester.
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Ursinus Bookstore Holding
Coat and Blanket Drive
'\

Jennifer Ludwig
Grizzly Neil'S Writer

Attention studen t : here is your
chance to make a difference in
someone's life: The UC Bookstore is currently holding a jacket
and blanket drive.
Jackets and blankets are being
collected for the Alice Parker Lifeline Emergency Shelter in Trenton . The book tore asks that the
jacket be winter-weight (no
sweatshirts or pullovers). Also,
please be ure the jacket or winter coat are in decent condition
with no broken zippers, tain ,or
holes. The bookstore is offering
five dollars off the purchase of an
item of clothing for each jacket

Sarah Ewald

necessarily representative of the school's and/or this paper's position .
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Coats and blankets are already piling up in the bookstore's window.

How the US Financial Market is Coping
Grizzly A&E Editor

E-mail submissions/articlesflettersiguest opinions to Grizzly@ursinus.edu
Deadline for all submissions is Friday at Noon. The Grizzly editorial boar
reserves the right to edit and/or not publish any submission without prio
notification to the author for grammatical, legal, and/or spatial purposes
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The Economic Effects of Terrorism:

Unsigned editorials appearing in this section represent the opinion of The
Grizzly. All other articles represent the opinions of their authors and are not

Submissions

donated. The offer is limited to
one $5 credit per item purcha ed.
The shelter is in desperate need
of children's jacket . Friends, siblings, and family are great ource
for donations.
Last year, the book tore's blanket drive brought warmth to 392
people. Organizer believe Ur inus
people still have warmth to share.
The jacket drive will run until December 8. Jackets can be dropped
off anytime during bookstore hour :
9am to 7pm Monday through
Thursdays, 9 am through 4 pm
Fridays, and I I am to 2 pm on
Saturdays.
Help keep a needy family warm
this winter and get a discount at the
bookstore!

(

Wall Street i starting to make a
comeback after the beating it took
after Sept. II.
Before the terrorist attacks on
New York City and the Pentagon,
the economy was already in a
lump. The attacks pushed it over
the edge, leading to the steepest
weekly sell-off since the start of
the Great Depression in 1929.
Before the attacks, consumer
confidence levels were dropping
and Americans were starting to
get worried about the security of
their money, The economy has
been he ading towards a rece sion
"or
about the past year or so, and I't
l'
finally s'tarted to take it toll on the
American people.

sumerconfidence level is the enormous amount of people who have
401K's.
Many people have 40 I K's through
the company they work for, and
this connects them directly to the
stock market. When people start
to see their a et levels go down,
they get worried and slow down on
theirspending.
In the past year, people have
bought less than they have in past
years. Stores are not able to sell
their products as fast and they end
up with an overstocked inventory.
Companies then have to lay-off
employees and people start to
worry not only about the security
of their money, but al 0 the security of their job. This is a viscous
. I
spira.

stop buying, stores can't sell products, people are laid off, they start
to see their assets go down, and
then it starts all over again.
Therefore, when the terrorists
struck on Sept. II, they exacerbated the American economic si tuation. People were already afraid
to spend money, and after the attack , it made them fearful to actually go outside to spend money.
The fear of not knowing what is
going to happen from day to day
up et people and it upsets the
stock market. The stock market
like tability and consistency.
When an unknown quality occurs,
it upsets the system.
As of Thursday Oct. I I, it appeared that certainty and consumer
con fiIdence started to c I'1m b .

be contributing to the rise in market prices,
One of them is that people might
be playing "follow the leader".
When they see others buying and
stock prices going up, they follow,
and buy before prices get too steep.
Another reason may be the impending holiday season. Thi is the
timeofyearwhen people buy more
than usual, and that will still be the
case if the economy is down.
A final reason is that stores are
slashing prices in orderto increase
sale and to get people back into
the habit of spending money.
The American economy appears
to be getting back on track, but as
the US-led retaliation on Afghanistan increases, it is apparent that
investor nervousnes is not over

Struggling tonfOSur~I~e':OdOTiieWfWay 0f

Life for Women in Afghanistan
Comota Harkins
Grizzly Editor-in-Chief

In 1996, a group of former religious students formed an Islamic
militia and took over the government of Afghanistan. They currently rule according to ancient
Muslim law. They are the Taliban.
Massacre, torture, public executions, human rights violations, and
gender oppression are all a part of
the people of Afghanistan's
struggle for survival.
Recently CNN aired a documentary entitled Beneath the Veil.
Journalist Saira Shah traveled to
Afghanistan, the place of her
father's birth, to view firsthand the
devastation caused by civil war
and the rule of the Taliban. Much
of the information in this article has
been taken from her experience.
Before crossing into Afghanistan, a person must usually pass
through Pakistan . The border that
Afghanistan shares with Pakistan
is crowded with Afghan refugees.
Originally these refugees fled a
war with the Soviets in 1979.
However, now these refugee
camps are also spilling over with
people fleeing the starving conditions brought by the Taliban. Children make up much of the population of these refugee camps.

In the documentary, Shah took
the time to speak with a group of
10 children in one of the refugee
camps. She asked them how many
of them had a parent that had been
killed by the Taliband. Seven of
the young children raised their
hands in an affirmative response. That small sampling
is not far from the truth; about
75%of Afghan children have
lost a family member since
the Taliband took control.
At one point in the conversation, three young Afghan
girls told a story so familiar
that it could have been from
WWU. One girl told about
how Taliban soldiers came to
her house and took her father
away. The girl's mother was
told that she and her family
needed to leave the house
immediatly because they
would be using it for their
headquarters. The girl's
mother questioned where she
would takeherchildren in the snow.
They shot her. The girl that told
this story knows these details because she hid in the oven when she
heard the soldiers approaching.
As sad and startling as some
may find these circumstances, they
only scratch the surface of the
crimes being committed in Afghanistan. Women who were for-

merly doctors and lawyers are now
forced to beg on the treet. Women
are no longer allowed to be educated past the age of 12. The
Taliband encourages women to
stay in their homes and tries to

dren.
The health of women and children in Afghanistan can be described as deplorable. Women are
only allowed to be seen by female
doctors. Many doctors fled the

suppress them from holding jobs.
And why does the Taliban do
this? They claim that it is for the
protection of women. If women
do leave the house, they must cover
themselves completely with veils
and walk with their eyes cast down.
Highlyeducated women rest in the
gutterof a street begging for money
to buy scrap to feed their chil-

country after the'Taliband took
over. The few hospitals that were
hown in Beneath the Veil were
either bombed out and unusable or
filthy and not fit for any type of
sanitary use. Such circumstances
make childbirth and child rearing
difficult, often impossible. One in
four children in Afghanistan die
before their fifth birthday.

Many women in Afghanistan
quiver beneath their veils and
slowly work through each day hiding from the Taliband. One group
of women is fighting theTaliband'
control. Known as RA WA, or the
Revolutionary Association of the
Women of Afghanistan, this group
stages protests in Afghanistan and
neighboring Pakistan. RAW A is a
great enemy of the Taliband for
that reason.
A Ithough staging protests is dangerous, they say that their most
risky activity is the secret school
they have set up for girls. Since
the Taliband does not permit education for girls past the age of 12,
RA WA provides schooling for
young women. The teachers
within these ultra-secret clas rooms know that if they are caught
they will be hung for their crime.
Not only are they breaking the law
by educating girls, but they themselves are not allowed to be teachers because they are women.
Executions, like the ones these
teachers may face, are held publicly. RA WA has secretly taped
these public executions 0 that the
rest of the world can know what is
happening in Afghanistan. These
public executions are held in a
football stadIUm, what we would
call a soccer stadium.
The Taliband drives their prisoners into the center of the stadium

as the walls thunder with applau e
from the packed stadium of bloodlusting onlooker. They unload
them from the trucks and then they
are executed. The men and women
are hung from soccer goal posts,
or shot at point blank range on the
point line. The women aren 'teven
allowed to remove their veils to
see what is happening to them.
RA WA 's secret tapes have revealed another disturbing fact about
these executions. They are being
committed in a stadium that was
financed by the International Community. After the Afghan war
with the Soviets, the International
Community had the stadium constructed as a way to bring up the
morale of the Afghan people.
Taliband minister Wakil
Motawakil has said that if the International Community will finance
a place for executions, then the
Taliband will stop having executions in the stadium. Healsoclaims
that the executions are bringing
"order and security" to society.
Music has been banned,journalists cannot v ideo tape, borders have
been closed, children have been
left orphaned, and a place of joy
has become a place of terror and
dread. This has been the harsh
reality of Afghanistan since the
Taliban assumed power.
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rsinus Alumna Martha Kriebel Reflects
on the Unexpected Turns in Life's Path·
Quinn Dinsmore
Grizzly Wriler
The Reverend Martha Kriebel
envisioned wearing a cro s
collar instead of a lab coat and
Minutes after uniting a couple in marriage, Kriebel,
an Ursinus alumna reflected on
the path not taken and her surprise
joy in becom ing a pastor. And she
has a message for future Ursinus
graduates.
"I have had such a good time
living," says the UCCministerwho
once dreamed of being a doctor.
A native of Philadelphia, Kriebel
enrolled as a pre-med student in
1953. Once here, Kreibel found
herself taking religion classes.
After being accepted at Temple
Medical School, she questioned
becoming a medical missionary in
India. A turning point occurred
, when a professor vehemently opposed to women pastors asked
Kriebel to consider the profession.
She enrolled in Lancaster Semi-

nary after graduation, a decision
that upset even her supportive parents. One of only three females in
the class, Kriebel faced hardship
as a woman of the cloth in spite of
her ordination in 1959.
"One year when I went to
Ursinus's graduation wearing my
collar, a man demanded to know
what right I had being a pa tor,"
Kriebel recalls. Referred to as the
"Jezebel in the pulpit," critics reminded her of Bible passages excluding women from religious matters. Kriebel endured the criticism with the support of her ordained husband and their two sons.
She explains, "I knew I could do
the job fai thfully, enthusiasticall y,
and with love, but a woman has to
work twice as hard to be considered hal f as competen t."
She proved her reso lve by becoming the first woman to receive
a Master of Sacred Theology degree from Lutheran Theological
Seminary as well as the first to

serve as assistant to the Confer- as a pastor. She observes, "There
ence Minister. Discovering she are so many impersonal aspect to
disliked administrative positions, life that I function as someone
devoted
however, she reto the perturned to parish
"I
knew
I
could
do
the
job
onal-an
lifeatTrinity Refaithfully, enthusiastically,
ear and an
form Church in
ope n
Collegeville.
and with love, but a
heart. "
Although
woman has to work twice
PerKriebel never
to
be
considered
as
hard
forming
practiced medihalf as competent."
that role
cine, she says
mea n
she still has ajob
drained
committed to
emotions
helping people.
---Reverand
Martha
and hectic
"\ am in the
Kriebal
schedu les
unique role of
a
s
Ursinus
Alumna
being
with
Kri ebel
people in the
juggles
most important
and emotional times of their lives," many responsibilities. She also
she observes. She hopes to create spends one hour in preparation for
a " laboratory of Christianity, " every minute she preac hes.
where believers live their creed. "There are days when \ am tired
She sees the parish ministry as one and frustrated. People don 't have
area of service that is needed more time for faith until the bad times
now than when she began to serve come," she admi ts.

Despite the stress, she feels a
pastor must reach out to all people
whenever they need her, incl ud ing
the students of Ur inu College.
Kriebel sti II feels connected to her
alma mater, especially since her
home and church face the campus
she attended four decade ago.
She can relate to students who feel
unsure of where the future might
lead. She says in spite of her initial
indecision over major, she lives
by a quote she read on a hospital
plaque, ''The life we live for others
is never lived in vain." She suggests students a k themselves,
"How can I bring meaning and
healing to life,given my talents and
interests? It's a . earch that turns
outward and then inward." Kriebel
believe she is living the plaque's
me sage in a profession she never
envisioned but has never regretted.
Kriebel also urges students to
attend her service, extending a
warm welcome to people of any

Understanding the Social Norms at Ursinus College
Adrienne DarretTMoore
Griz.zly News Wriler
Moving from high school to college provides a passport to underage drinking. Such easy access to
alcohol has many college officials
concerned.
Tracy Goldate, Assistant Director
of Student Activities, recognized
that something must be done to
combat this widespread problem.
Last February, she con vened ~
social norms committee. The primary objective of the committee is
to inform students of the actual
drinking norms on campus. However, Goldate hopes to accompl ish

more than just inform students
about alcohol use.
"I am more concerned with the
behaviors that accompany drinking," stated Goldate. " A relationship exists between alcohol consumption and physical assault,
sexual assault, and hazing. If students drink less alcohol, perhaps
incidents will decrease or be prevented in the future."
The methods employed by the
six-member committee arise from
. qcial nQrm~ and .s ocial mi\rketing
theory . According to the Higher
Education Center, "Social norms
are people' s beliefs about the attitudes and behaviors that are normal, acceptable, or even expected

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
: Experienced babysitter needed for :
•
•
: two children, ages six and 21 months, :
: one afternoon a week and two week - :
•
•
••
end evenings a month.
••
•• In Worcester. Transportation needed.
Call Angela at 610-409-5664.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

in a particular social context. In
many situations, people's perception of these norms will greatly
influence their behavior." In the
late 1980s, H. Wesley Perkins,
Ph.D. and Alan Berkowitz, Ph.D.
devised social marketing to eliminate the negative impact social
norms have on behavior.
According to Goldate, "[Social
marketing] provides students with
accurate information on the drinking attitudes and behav ior of peers
in hope of changing behavior."
Members of the committee furnish students with college specific
statistics on alcohol usage via an
advertising campaign. The notion
is that if students know how little

alcohol their peers truly drink in a
weekend, they will not drink as
much.
Social norms and social marketing theory are still in the experimental phase. Goldate admits, "I
don't know if thi s is the most effective way to decrease drinking ,
but it is worth a try . \ know other
methods like scare tactics don't
work. Using abstract numbers
about college age drinking across
the country doesn't work either.
Here we have statistics from
Ursinus students about Ursinus
students. No can argue with the
results." The statistics were all
derived from a core survey filled

out by Ursinus student last spring.
Statistics include:
. I in 6 tudents at Ursinu do not
drink at all
. perception is that student drink
three times a week, but actually
drink only once a week, if at all
Tracy Goldate has a master's
degree in higher education counseli ng from Penn State University.
She has been at UC since July
2000. This is her first social norms
campaign. However, she is extremely k~?w!edgeab le f?n th~ $uQject, as she has attended numerous
conferences where the originators
of the theory were presenters.

Second Annual Take Back the Night
Rally & March Planned For Next Week
Throughout the week of October 21. STAR and several other campus organi::.ations will be
hosting numerous events that will benefit the entire campus community. The I\'eek will end with
the second annual "Take Back The Night Rally & March." The event schedule is as follows:

STAR, along with sev- Clothesline Project is a "Sex Rules" at 8 pm in th
ral other campus organi- national endeavor which Wismer Lower Lounge
ations, has been very brings attention to the This presentation will b
u
s
y
a humorous, but informa
lanning a series of events
tive, discussion abou
orthe benefit of the entire
men, women and sex.
amp u s
ommunity. We hope you
ill participate next week
And Finally The MAl
one
of
the
n
EVE N T
ollowing programs:
Friday, October 26: Th
Sunday, October21: "A
Second Annual "TAK
ime to Kill" will be
BACK THE NIGH
laying in the Wismer national problems of do- RALLY
ower Lounge at 7 pm. mestic abuse, child abuse MARCH" in Olin Plaz
r. Gildea will be on hand and violence against starting at 6 pm. This yea
o
discuss
this o t h e r s
the guest speaker wil
owerfu I drama and the
Tuesday, October 23: be Mary Fittipaldi, forme
essages contained in the "Protecting Yourself' at Assistant DA for Mont
ov ie following the 7 pm in Helfferich 201. gomery County. Join th
how
Stafffrom the Valley Forge campus community in de
Monday, October 22: Martial Arts Center will nouncing violence, lea
he Clothesline Project be on campus to more about the law
n the Wismer Parents provide Ursinus students associated with sexua
ounge from 5:30 -7:30 with a hands-on, interac- violence and add you
m. Design a t-shirt to tive
self-defense voice to our chant: "Let'
how your support of program and demonstra- Unite ... Take Back th
eople who have been the tion. Come dressed to Night!"
ictims of physical or practice what you learn.
exual violence. The
Wednesday, October 24:

faith. She sugge t allowing the
"pins of reI igion that prop us up ..
.be pulled out from under us, so
that we can pick them up and
design a religious faith that is our
own." In a day when he sees so
many people abandoning religious
faith, she send this message to
Ursinus students: "College i the
time to search and test all the
options, and them see what one or
ones hold the answers to what
gives someone meaning."
Throughout her 40 year as a
pastor, Kriebel ha found meaning
in weddings and births, war and
death. Still, she promi es to rise
for many Sundays in the future to
act a a shepherd, a woman working in astill male-dominated field.
Contemplating her next task, she
unknowingly fingers the object at
her throat. Ursinus alum Reverend Martha Kriebel has never regretted the silver cross that replaced
a
stetho cope.

Mexico
CollegvilIe:
International
Exchange
tudent E
Cobarrubias
Christina Abreu
Griul)' Opinion Editor

You may see him walking
around campus or across Main
Street with his hair in a ponytail,
Or you may see him dodging
tackletC· with' the"h1"g1)t'teant.
W1!.e!~.v~!. 'y9.~ 1e~ him, he is

sure to make an impression here
at Ursinus.
Enrique Cobanubias, 22, is a
foreign exchange student from
Universidad de las Americas
(UDLA) in Cholula. ~exlco.

He is majoring in mattiematics
and economics. Enrique is
spending his fourth year of college at Ursinus, focusing mainly
onhiscourses and improving his
English.
His home university is larger
than UC, with 8000undergraduate and graduate students. But
like Collegeville, the town of
Cholula is small. UDLA is also
like UC in that the schoqI covers
all expenses for study, abroad
with respect to tuition andscholarships.

Unlike UC. however, UOLA
does not allow any alcohol on
campus even though the legal
drinkingageis 18. Enriquethinks
the university is trying to "avoid
addiction:'
Enrique has made an immediate
impact on campus. He is a
membtr of the newly formed
men's rugby team, as well as
vice president of the newly created World Cultures Club. and a
tutor.
In the first weeks of classes,
Enrique was swprised by the
friendliness and the numerous
nods and hellos from students
on campus. As students have
settled into a routine, however.
he said that he sees that ttlEind·•.1
liness dissipating.
Like most students
Ursin us, Enrique 'colmplaiJ1s
about the food. "My fav~:)ritl~1
Wismer food? That Riva"ftlt·:..v~

I
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Students On Campus:
~JOh~nCi==-=CCh~etti-:---_Freshmen

comment on their most embarassing moments

Grizzly Staff Writer

"I got locked out of my room
wearingnothingbutatowel."Ted
Friel '05

"Coming outofWismer I walked
intoadoor. Everyone tumed and
laughed." Greg Ley '05

"One time I fell down the tairs
and broke my hoes and I wasn't
even
drunk."
Kristen
Muentener 'OS

"M Yloft is too high and sometimes

r wake

up and hit my head."
Melody Mumbaur 'OS

"Someone stole my fish from my
fishtank, and one was thrown out
the window and the other one
was eaten." Chris Weir 'OS

"I was pas ed out in my bed one
night and some random drunk girl
crawled into my bed and would
not leave." Lauren Allen 'OS

I'm a Quitter, but
Lady Wismer
attacks students it's a Good Thing:
A student's battle
saying "Next
with s'lnoking
time~ I' III gonna
II
nail you!
• ".1. "I.
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Anonymous

Special to the Grizzly

Katie Lambert

Grizzly Staff

So, there I was in Wismer filling my 16-ounce water bottle during lunch. Out ofthe comer of my
eye, I saw a Wismer worker leap
over one of the (stupidly arranged,
I might add) tables, headed right
towards me. Up in my face with a
pointed finger shaking about an
inch from my eyeball, she reamed
me out for "stealing" water. Excuse me, but stealing? I think not.
How much do we pay a year to
go here? About $30,000, right?
Am I alone here, or does anyone
else think that we should be able to
take a little bottle of water from
Wismer if we so choose? Our
meals (and yes, that includes beverages, which includes water) are
pre-paid by whoever pays our tuition; this means that regardless of
whether or not we have the time to
actually sit in Wismer to eat our
meals, it shouldn't matter. If I'm
rushing to grab something to eat in
between a meeting and a class,
I'm not going to have time to it
down and eat. Therefore, I might
quickly make a sandwich and take
it to go. But, oh no! Watch out,
'cause the Wismer police are on
our tails as soon as they catch a
glimpse of us leaving the cafeteria
wi th food. It really does happenI saw it with my own two eyes. No
more than two weeks ago, I witnessed a student walking out of
Wismer with a bagel in his hand.
After Lady Wismer bounded over
the coffee cups to make her arrest,
she threatened the poor, tardy student withacitation. With the same
finger she threatened me with a
couple weeks later, she pointed at
the kid and said, "I '11 let you slide

this time, but next time, I'm gonna
nail you."
So, what's with this horrid practice of malnourishment for Ursinus
students? Isn't it bad enough that
our meals are based mainly on
carbohydrates and fats? If we
have to put up with the lack of good
food and variety, shouldn't we be
able to do it on the run? I see it thi
way: as long as we're not stealing
utensils, cups, or anything solid
that belongs to the cafeteria,
shouldn't we be able to take it out
of the building? We definitely are
paying for it, afterall.
While on the subject of the lack
of healthy food roaming around
the counters of Wismer, I feel I
should mention what senior Lorelei
Hollenbach had to say: "Ursinus
just built an $80 million fitness facility, yet the only "quality" protein
provided at Wismer is lunch meat
and tuna that sit out and just look
gross, under-cooked chicken (if
they even have that), or some other
meat that is hidden ei ther bet ween
a bun or under some creamy, indistinguishable sauce." She goes on
to say, "Speaking of the fitness
facility, the only beverage allowed
in there is water." So, why can't
we fill a water bOllle and take It to
class or the gym with us?
Since I'm already bashing
Wismer for their lack of nutritious
food and theirstalk-like lookout for
"food thieves",let's talk about the
subject of the lack of the small
amount of food that they do serve.
"For instance," mentions
Hollenbach, "there was no milk for
about three days prior to fall break;
it was allowed to "run out" and

was not to be replaced until classes
resumed after break." Milk is
another subject in itself when it
comes to Wismer. First of all, it
definitely is not cold enough. Not
many people enjoy ice cubes watering down their milk when
they're already trying to be
healthier by drinking skim. Second of all, there should be a skim
milk dispenser near the cereal.
The only dispenser for skim milk
is located near the back exit of
Wismer, causing students to have
to trudge to the opposite side of
the cafeteria from where the cereal barrels are located. By the
time they get their milk into the
bowl from the other side of creation and bring it back to their
tables, their Rice Krispies are
mushy. And we all know no one
likes mushy Rice Krispies. Come
on, Wismer-with all the money
we pay a year to attend Ursinus,
you should be able to afford at
least one worker with some brains.
Speaking of a lack of brains, why
aren't the right milks put into their
corresponding dispensers? I have
often taken the hike to the East
Boondocks to milk up my Rice
Knspies only to discover that the
skim mIlk I thought I was going to
enjoy tasted oddly like whole mi Ik.
This is no coincidence, peoplethIS is conspIracy!
.
So, if anyone' s up to standing
up to Wismer's grossness with
me, let's make a pact-we will
fi II those water bottles with pride
and we lI'i/l take our sandwiches
to go. And don't gIve me that "go
to Zack's" crap-that'S a whole
other story.

Smoking is one of the worst
habits anyone could ever start.
Otherthan obviou health reasons,
there are many bad aspect of
smoking. The first thing that comes
to mind is smoker's
breath. Every time
you smoke a cigarette,
you end up reeking
like an ashtray and
Altoids are not even
strong enough to
cover up the foul odor.
AI 0, since my boyfriend hated it, r would
always hear, "Eww!
Nasty
cigarette
taste," when I would
kiss him. On top of
that, my parents
would constantly lecture me on how bad it
is for my health, how
it would affect me in
sport ,and how "boys
don't like girls who
smoke!" However,
none of these factor
were enough to get me to quit.
In my shoTt life, I've beensmoking for about four years. Throughout that time I had made numerous
half-heaned attempts at kicking
the habit for whatever reason
someone thought I should quit.
None of them lasted more than a
week or so. For several months I
even lIed to my boyfriend and said
that I really did quit.
One of the various reasons I
pseudo-stopped was because I was
told it Would affect me in sports.
However, I was able to run crosscountry and track, as well as play
basketball, softball, and soccer
throughout hIgh school without

even being short of breath. Hence,
I continued to smoke and thought
nothing of it.
Formerly, I smoked about a pack
a day of the cheapest cigarettes
around because I couldn't afford

said, "I'm going to quit smoking
today." With that, I threw out the
empty pack that was sitting next to
my bed, dumped my makeshift ashtray, and hid all my lighters. For the
most part I was tired of letting
some little piece of paper stuffed
with tobacco and Fiberglass control me.
lt's been about five days now
since I have had a cigarette and I
feel fine. I'm not saying that I feel
like a completely changed person
or anything, I'm just saying that I
don't even have a craving for one.
I might be a bit of a crab sometimes, but for the most part I think
I have been handling it really wellespecially for having to study for
two big exams this week. Out of
the whole week, I've only slipped
once.
Basically, what I'm trying toay
is that anyone can quit smoking at
anytime. You don't need some
dramatic reason to quit. You should
just do it. Now that I think of all the
money I save since I'm not buying
a carton of Basics a week, I'm
it. However, money was not an pretty proud of myself. My friends,
issue, I just wanted the nicotine at least the ones who don't smoke.
and I would have it no matter are pretty happy with me too.
The intention of this article is not
what. Rampantly searching my
car for extra change or bouncing a to sound like a televised ad
check just so I could have ciga- some miracle product that helps
rettes was pretty normal for me. If you quit. I just want everyone to
r had only enough money to get know that it is possible. You just
dinner or buy one pack of ciga- have to want to do it for yourself.
relies, I would buy the cigarettes. Nobody can make you quit. The
Now, I am 19 years old and more people that tell you to just
finally realizing that I absolutely encourages the idea. They get you
need to quit. This time I am really ticked off and then you just smoke
going to do it. I am not going to more. So if you've ever thought
waste my money on another pack about quitting, just do it. Besides.
of cigarettes again!
your friends want you to quit
What made me stop smoking? I bad. they can deal with you being
just woke up Monday morning and nasty bitch for the next month.

"It's been about
five days now
since I have had a
cigarette and I
feel fine .. .I'm just
saying that I don't
evenhaveacravingforone."
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New Gym is Great Not Awkward
10

the Grizzly

I am writing in response to the
entitled "Feeling Awkward
New Gym." I need to say that
is a wonderful facil ity and how
I appreciate the fact that we
the opportunity to work out in
new facility. Healthclubscan
hundreds of dollars and we, as
and employees, have this
h ....nrllln·ty ru no cost. Sure, some
machines can make one feel
b",.:walrd, but that is because their
1.. ,II"m;eis to work certain areas of
body that are not necessarily
to manipulate.

As far as the positioning of the
machines against the glass windows, I personally like this because one can look outside while
working out. It helps take your
mind off the fact that you are
exercising. If they were positioned to face inside or face each
other, one would probably feel more
awkward. There are a lot of machines in that area so they are not
far apart from each other. Iffaced
any other way, you would be watching each other and probably feel

more self-conscious about what
you are doing versus what others
are doing. By facing the glass
windows, one does have some
sense of pri vacy. The College has
also installed blinds over each glass
window, 0 if you feel uncomfortable about what you are doing on a
particular machine, the blind could
be pulled down.
As far as figuring out how a
machine works, there are student
trainers and College employees
available to explain what each

machine does and how it works. I
have found them to be very useful
in learn ing how to adjust and select
the proper settings for myself. This
is a new facility so there will be a
sense of "awkwardness" until everyone feels comfortable with how
each machine works.
I disagree with the statement
that a woman's outlook may have
been overlooked when the fitnes s
center was designed and set up.
As a woman, I find very little
intimidation in doing my work out.

One Resident
Complains: A Loss of
Interest in Special
Interest Houses
Kate Juliano

Special to the Grizzly

Grizzly Staff

Art House (located next to Reimert)
pasted under a bench near BWC.
The event sounded so cool, there
were to be snacks and student's
art exhibited, but the people advertising the event seemed like they
didn't want anyone to come and
therefore didn't publicize it at all.
I think that's ridiculous, and people
are chosen to live in and operate
theme houses for a purpose.
Ursinus is a great school, but we
could use adiverserangeofactivities to choose from-be it artistic,
helpful, or just different from stumbl ing around on weekends. I know
that the RA's and HC's are strict
with the enforcements of houses
doing their project, but some house
projects aren't publicized nearly
enough and e-mails aren't even
sent out for campus-wide events.

Honestly, I would have loved to
live in a Special Interest House
that would be doing things for the
entire campus instead of house
projects like ' painting a wall,' or
'going to WLL to watch a movie. '
I propose that Special Interest
Houses should make their projects
well known so that this year can be
one of diversity and interesting
activity.
If you are given the privilege to
live in a SPINT house, you should
recognize your duty to the campus
to broaden people's horizons and
share your interests with others.
Hopefully the remainder of this
semester will bring SPINT house
projects that involve the entire campus and not neglect people who
just wanted to live in a Main Street
house without being involved.

accordingly so all can enjoy a workout that suits their needs.
With any new facility, there is
always room for criticism and the
crew down there is always open
for suggestions. Let's look at this
as a positive addition to the campus and not be so critical. I personally thank Ursinus College for the
funds used to provide us thi facility and encourage everyone to find
some time during their busy schedules to stop in and have a look, it
may be worth your while.

A Message of
Tolerance and
Peace

Anonymous

As wonderful of an idea Special
Interest Houses are, it has come to
my attention that with so many
houses required to do so many
projects, why aren't students on
campus seeing more projects done
by these houses? I understand
that the houses can do any kinds of
projects they want; surely houses
like Hobson and Sprankle do a
good deal for the campus and community, but what about the other
houses? I doubt most of the students on campus could even pick
which houses are Special Interest
and which are not, especially incoming freshman who haven't
been offered the chance to participate in a Special Interest House
event yet.
Last year I actually found fliers
for a campus art show done by the

This is the first gym I have faithfully worked out in and I've always envisioned a bunch of
"muscle men" lifting large amounts
of weight making me feel intimidated. I do not find that at all in the
new fitness room and it truly is a
pleasant atmosphere. Also, I am
not very tall but have not felt that
any ofthe machines were not made
for me and I should not use them.
All adjust, for all types of physiques, whether male or female.
The weights can also be adjusted

In light of all of the speculation
about our country involving itselfin
a war with Afghanistan and/or the
Taliban, I would like to take this
time to set straight questions about
the Muslim religion and urge my
fellow students not to direct their
anger and frustration in a violent
and hateful way. I am just as
angry about the attack on our country as all of you, but feel that it is
heartbreaking to hear about innocent people becoming targets of
hate crimes.
Last week, I caught several
news reports about the hate that
has surfaced throughout the country because of the terrorist attacks. Countless people have said
things like, "[These acts] were
supposed to destroy our spirit; [they)
only brought us closer together."
Ifthis is true, then why are there so
many hateful and violent crimes
concerning crimes against Muslims and basically anyone of Arabic descent?
The five basic principles of Faith
in Islam are the belief in one God,
Allah, the belief in His Angels, the
belief in His Scriptures, the belief
in His Messengers, and the belief
in Judgment Day.
The five pillars of Faith in Islam
include believing in the five basic
beliefs and practices of a true
Muslim from the Quran, chapter 4
verse 136: " ... And whoever dis-

believes in God and his angels and
his books and his messengers and
the last day, he indeed strays far
away." Another pillar is to remember Allah's sovereignty on
earth and pray five times each
day. Each Muslim should also give
one fortieth or two-and-a-half percent of his annual income in cash
orin kind.
Something else to remember is
that every day during Ramadan,
the ninth month of the Islamic lunar year, fasting begins at day and
ends at dusk. Those engaged in
heavy labor are excused from fasting' as are children, the sick, and
pregnant and nursing women.
Night is a time of eating, drinking,
socializing, and praying. Finally,
any able-bodied Muslim who can
afford it must, once in his life,
travel to Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
Those who are not in Mecca should
pray towards it when they pray
five times a day.
Many Muslims are horrified by
the recent attacks on them where
their religion and character are
concerned. On a webpage entitled "Islam 101" (http://
www.islamIOI.com). Ishaq Zahid
writes, "Allah T'ala(God, the Most
High) says in the Holy Quran that
if you kill one person unjustly, it is
as if you killed the whole mankind."
Another website (http://

www.islamworld.net) contains a
statement regarding the attacks:
"American Muslims utterly condemn what are vicious and cowardly acts of terrorism against innocent civilians. We join with all
Americans in calling for the swift
apprehension and punishment of
the perpetrators. No cause could
ever be assisted by such immoral
acts." Obviously, the Muslim faith
is concerned with living peacefully
and not bringing harm to anyone
else.
I urge all of us as a campus to
think about the state that ourcountry is in. Tensions are running
extremely high, President Bush is
in an extremely difficult position,
and all of us are scared to think
about the possibility of war. It will
not solve anything to have an attitude of wanting to blow up Afghanistan and Pakistan. While I,
like all of you, look forward to
bringing justice to the perpetrators
of the horrific tragedy of September 11,200 I, I will not go out and
harass Muslims, nor will I participate with anyone who does so.
Instead, we must band together as
a nation, stand and be counted, and
keep peace, hope, and grace in our
hearts. We will make it through
this difficult time. After all, we are
all citizens of this great country,
America: Land of the free, home
of the brave.

heard?
Hobson, Ihe communily service house.
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Thursday, Oct. 18 RHA will be sponsoring a
Fall Festival from 4:30-7:00 pmin Olin Plaza
and Wismer Dining Hall.
Be sure not to miss this event, which includes
pie-eating and scarecrow making contest,
prizes, a wall climbing event, candied apples
ands'mores.
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Tori Amos Breaks Ground With New Album
Eminem, Lou Reed and Other Artists Covered
Sarah Napolitan
Grizzly A + E Editor

Rolling Stone magazine gave it
3 • out of 4 stars, reader ratings
are at 4, and everyone i raving
about Tori Amo ' new and risky
album Strange Liule Girls.
A collection of 12 songs written
by men, Amo covers them to
illustrate the anxiety and sadnes
behind them. All of these ongs,
none of which have a happy ending, were written for women.
Although the idea of the album is
ingenuou ,Amo was widely criticized for her rendition of the e
ong , due to the fact that the
artists she chose to cover are hard ,
predatory males such a Lou Reed,
Depeche Mode , and even
Eminem.
By hauntingly changing her voice
and replacing blaring guitar with
sweet but eerie piano, Amos trans-

form the e rough songs into her
own narrative and give them
another direction. This new direction is one that focu es on the
women who stand on the opposite
end of the esong thereforecau ing the listener to reflect on what
the song could really be sayi ng.
The fir t . ong on the album entitled" ew Age" is taken from
Lou Reed and the Vel vet
Underground's Loaded. The song,
originally written for the Andy
Warhol crowd, is racked with lust
and need.
Amo al 0 cover ''I'm ot In
Love", by the Briti h ironists 10cc,
taking this pop hit and transforming it into her own creation of
melodrama and monotonou depre ion.
Neil Young's "Heart of Gold" i
played on piano through a guitar
and the Stooges' " 1 Wanna Be
Your Dog" connect the twin electricitie of pure devotion and animal ex.

Perhap the mo t fanta tically
chilling selection on this album is a
cover of Eminem's ong, " '97
Bonnieand Clyde", which focu e
in on a father during acar ride with
his small daughter. The song begins with the father initially oftly
rambling but then becoming maniacally about how he ha killed
the gi r1' mother and she's in the
trunk 'waiting to go for a swim in
the ocean'. Amo peaks the sadistic song breathily while a chilling piano floats in the background.
In tead of becoming the voice of
the father, Amos becomes the voice
of the dead woman in the trunk of
the car, comforting her baby daughter in the moments before she is
thrown into the water." 0 more
fighting with Dad, no more retraining order," coo the dead
woman through Amos' voice. [t
is impo ible notto get chill when
hearing thi s piece.
The album is a must-have for

every Tori fan becau e she has the
ability to make each and every
song her own, even when it i the
songofacynical maleorviolencehungry rap artist.
Amos has covered many song
in the past, but has never compiled
an album strictly of covers until
now. Her video for the ong
Strange Liule Girls i a compilation of all negative message fairy
tales. It features a small girl, being
chased by a wolf portraying Little
Red Riding Hood, growing toamazing ize as in Alice in Wonderland, and having the house blow
down as in The Three Little Pig.
Other songs on the album include "Enjoy the Silence", "Rattlesnake ", "Time", "J Don't Like
Mondays", "Happiness is a Warm
Gun", "Raining Blood" and "Real
Men". Other albums by Amos previously released include Little
Earthquake. Boys For Pele.
Under the Pink and Choirgirl.
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Amo changes face for her new album cover

Behind -the-Scenes Entertainment New

"Serendipity" A Great Date Flick
Quinn Dinsmore
Grizzly StajJWriter

Perhaps it was a twist of fate
that led me into a dark, packed
theater showing the romantic comedy"Serendipity".
Late for the movie I had intended on seeing, I settled in and
prepared to watch another sappy
love story with a sugarcoated ending that would make me more nauseous than satisfied. But as the
title suggests, this "fortunate accident" turned out to be an incredible
movie.
Starring John Cusack as
Jonathan and Kate Beckinsale as
Sara, the tale begins in New York
City as the two characters meet by
accident in Bloomingdale's. Drawn

to each other by a powerful attraction, they spend a perfect evening
together ice-skating and talking
over frozen hot chocolate.
As they try to exchange numbers, "fate" steps in. Sara, a great
believer in destiny, devises a plan
involving a lost cashmere glove, a
handwritten note on a five-dollar
bill, and a phone number in a first
edition book to determine if they
are truly meant to be.
So begins the love story as time
passe and the pair ha one last
chance to find out if once in a
lifetime can happen twice. Two
fiances, ten years, and 3, 000 miles
separate the two during a hilarious
and poignant journey with characters played by Molly Shannon,Jeremy Piven, Eugene Levy, John
Corbett, and Bridget Moynahan.

I won't give away the ending, but
let's just say you'll be checking
any book or five dollar bill that
come your way in search of your
soul mate. The movie reminds us
that 94% of all people believe they
indeed have a oul mate somewhere so everyone can relate to
and appreciate the film. The greatest thing about the movie is the fact
that both characters are realistic ,
the plot unbel ievable enough to be
unique, and the acting superb.
There i no incredible ocial message, but omehow I found myself
leaving the theater a little more
aware of my surrounding and
ready for destiny. In addition to
offering a great new website. the
movie also includes a quote [love:
"When love feel like magic, you
call it destiny. When love has a

Bridget Moynahan and John Cusak share a moment together in Serendipity
sense of humor. you call it erendipity." This movie makes you
believe in chance and for cynical

college students, it's a must see.
So take a night off and don't forget
to check out the person sitting next

to you to at the theater. "Serendi
ity" could bring you a soul mate,
at least two hours of laughter
love.

Joy Ride- Suspense on the Road
Sarah EwaJd
Gri:;.ly A&E Editor
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For all of the suspenseful aid
thrilling movie seekers out there,
"Joy Ride" may be the movie to
see this weekend. "Joy Ride" is
another suspenseful film by John
Dahl, who IS a fan of the road rage
conccpt In mOVlCS.
The mOVie stars popular male
lead. Paul Walker, who plays the
mam character, Lewis Thomas.
He IS a handsome, wholesome
college student attending school at
a California university. He gets a
call from Venna. who has always
remained a good friend. Venna
tells Lewisabout her break up with
her boyfriends and Lew is suggests

that he dnve to Boulder, pick her
up. and take her back east to their
hometown forthe holidays. which
she accepts. Before Lewis leaves
to pick up Vcnna, he discovers his
brother. FUller, has been arrested
again and deCides 10 bail him out.
As the two brothers begin their
cross-country tnp, they add an old
Cill/en's radIO to their car. While
dri\ ing, a raspy voice identified as
Rusty ail begms to speak. so
Lewis and Fuller create the voice
of Candy Cane, who flirts with
Rust} I all. They make a date
with Rusty ail at a motel on the
road. and then murder begins to

occur. As the trouble begins to
up even more. the brothers
tinue across the country now
Venna.
This movie was definitely a
rage thriller that can make
flinch once or twice. I think it is
movie that wi II notterrify a n.''''~''''''.
but just give a good scare.
films being made in Hollywood
this time seem to have an obse!;"
sion with road rage and
but this is one that will make
think a little bit more carefully ab<>utl 'l
the truck driver riding next to
car. After seeing this film,
might reconsider your next
trip.
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Inside Scoop On
UpcomingUrsinus Music and
Arts!
nowned composer and arranger.
The following afternoon the Ursinus
Gospel Choir will present a motivating program of inspirational
in Bomberger.
music
November promises to be an
On Saturday, November 10, at8
'~XClllll); time for the arts on the
p.m.,
Ursinus'sConcert Band will
Ursinus campus.
an
evening of popular music.
offer
Music lovers will find a wide
variety of concerts from jazz to The followmg weekend, Ursinus
College'sJazzEnsemblewilldazzle
classical.
On November 3, at 8 p.m., the audience members with a variety
college Choir and Meistersingers of musical interpretati ons. Both
will perform in Bomberger Hall. concerts are under the direction of
Dr. John French, Heefner Chair of Norman David, assistant profesMusic, conducts along with guest Sor of music.
For the thespian s on campus,
conductor, Alice Parker, a re-

proTheatre will pre ent The Glass
Menagerie, by Tennessee Williams. Timothy Raphael will direct
the play, which runs from November 14 through 17 at Ritter Center.
Ticket prices are $5 for general
admission and $2 for students and
seniorcitizens.
Finally the Berman Museum
launches a new exhibition. Beginning November 17 , works by
American artist, Judy Chicago, wi II
be on view in the main gallery.
Students should not miss this opportunity to enjoy this series of
paintings by a major artist.

New Road Brewhouse
Ready to Rock!
chedule of Upcoming
Events
Students at Ursinus College are always looking for something to do. Last
the re-opening of the New Road Brew House presented an exciting option.
Ne~tledjust off Main Street, on Third Ave. across from WaWa, the Br~w
House offers delicious food and tempting drink specials, as well as live entertaInment and~ts own brewery. Clqse proximity to campus makes it easy for students
to enjoy a tasty meal or cold brew within walking distance.
Owner ~ob Munro and chef Andy Geisel have put together an appetizing and
diverse m~nu that offers reasonably priced cuisine for everyone, even kids! Hungry
~an,,~..., c~ start with a variety of soups and salads, including Arizona roasted pepper
- r~ bell peppers cooked over an open flame and pureed with a touch of
fmished with garlic-herb cheese. Another tantalizing option is their Bourbon
a zesty mixture of anduilli, chorizo, chicken, shrimp and lightly
rice. Salad features include the chef's special, a seasonal blend of
the caesar salad (chicken optional), and a house salad.
include loaded nachos, fried calamari, beer battered onion rings, and
·neel-I,-e:~t shrimp. Combined with a hot bowl of soup or crisp salad, these
lDDc~ti2:ers make a satisfying, yet affordable meal.
!

entree selection boasts a variety of choices, including an 80z. Filet Mignon,
,..... ..--"', .... crab cakes, rosemary chicken, quesadillas (chicken or shrimp), and taco
Prefer a sandwich? Customers can bite into a grilled portabella sandwich,
In(letllen~(1erlce Burger (lettuce, tomato, onion), or Paco' s pulled pork, a roasted
of pork pulled off the bone and put on a roll with roasted red peppers and
Ul\.'l1C cheese.
are welcome with a menu just for them. They can choose from a long list
!.CUll!). including baked macaroni and cheese with buttered breadcrumbs, pizza
a side salad or fries, a fresh fruit plate, or ravioli and meatballs with marinara
specials and live entertainment cater to a variety of tastes and interests, and
is done at the bar for the convenience of the under-aged who wish to come
a ... " " " the atmosphere. The weekly run-down is as follows:
~und~lV - All-you-can-eat crab leg special!
MonClElY - All-you-can-eat wings!
JJe,SdClLV - Prime Rib Night - $3.50 Margaritas - Tony V. plays acoustic classic
~e(jlnes,dav

- Open Mic. - $3.50 Long Island Tea's
iFhll11'Sciav - $1.00 Yuengling Pints - DJ. provides music
.1.AJ\JA for Monday night football specials!!!**
fBaIPJ)Y' hour runs Monday - Friday, 5pm-7pm, and Saturday & Sunday.
with $2.00 drafts.
clitiWlJ Munro hopes to add a carving$tation to the nightly specials. For $5
beef & ham and chips & 'pretzels. This is planned for Weekends
extended to the Wednesdiy - Saturday slot.
House also offers
opportunities to students, both at
is looking to expand an already
the floor. Currently.
on hirilng,
House on the
there!

ilfOJma'U()D

Dr. David Releases His
OwneD
",.

M!WI'een Mower
Special to the Gri:a1y

What could an Ursinus College
professor possibly have in common with someone like The Dave
Matthew's Band or Aerosmilh?
How about his own CD? Dr.
Noonan DaVid. an associate musicprofessor,hasrecenllyreleased,
"There's Room For All," his fIrSt
CD under his own name.
In 1999. David recruited Philadelphia jazz players to form
Norman David and Group 4.
The CD covers a diversity of jazz
styles,butmainlyret1ectstheavantgarde, a free style with no set
patterns. David has composed aU

of the songs, and depicts them as
listening music. Although he admits that modem jazz does not
have the audience that rock music,
David slates, .. The music is interesting. I feel that it offers something to everybody."
The group worked 6 to 7 hours
for 2 days in the recording studio.
Professor David plays the tenor
and soprano saxophone and (he
clarinet. Tom Lawton (piano), Jason Fraticelli (acoustic bass), and
Dan Monaghan (dnunmer) comprise the rest of the band. David
spent another day "mixing~ the
CD, to make sure that all of the
sound levels were balanced. He
cutdown the recording to 65 minutes before he did the "mastering"
session. This enabled David to

clean up the music to get it ready
for release.
David felt drawn to jazz music
from a young age. He grew
appreciating musicians like Miles
Davis and John Coltrane.
Their music inspired him towards hard jazz and even to composing. Freelancing in Boston,
Montreal, and France enabled
David to compose the music for
his CD.
Most of the band has appeared
in concert at Ursinus College and
will again this spring. They also
can be seen every second and
fourth Monday at SI. Jack's on
third and Chestnut in Philadelphia at 9:30. The CD can be
found in the Ursinus College
Bookstore or online at
www.CDBaby.com.

A Scary Way to
HaveaFunFallDay
Sarah Ewald
Grizzly A & E Editor

It's October and that means that
Halloween is right around the bend.
The bright summer colors have
faded into the reds, browns, and
yellows of fall, which makes it a
fabulous time to be outside day or
night.
There are all kinds of festive
activities happening in October,
and they are all taking place right in
your backyard.
For those that enjoy ringing in
the season with a good scare or
two then haunted houses and the
like are the perfect activity to participate in.
If you want something that will
curdle your blood then Jason's
Woods Horrifying Hayride in
Lancaster, PAis your best bet. It
is open from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays and from 7
p.m. until 10 p.m. on Sundays in
October.
The celebrity Doug Bradley, who
starred as Pinhead in "Hellraiser"

makes guest appearances. Jason's
Wood 's also includesa3-DCarnival of Fear, a Fabulous Gladiator
Dome, a Maze of Darkness, and a
Haunted Bam.
"It [Jason 's Woods] was very
scary. I would highly recommend
the Maze of Darkness and the
Haunted Bam if you want to be
absolutely terrified," said senior
Jen Hess.
For another scary experience
try the Lizzie Lincoln Haunted
House in Birdsboro, PA. It' s open
Fridays and Saturdays in October,
from 7 p.m. until midnight. The
admission for the house is $10 or
$13 if you want the Ghosts of
Berks County talk included. To
make reservations call 610-40GHOST.
If these two aren't enough to
raise the hair on your neck then
check out Shocktoberfest horror
theme park in Sinking Spring, PA.
Shocktoberfest is open through
October from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m.
on Thursday and Saturdays and
from 7 p.m. until I I p.m . on Fridays and Sundays. Call 610-375-

SCREAM to make reservations.
If fright fests aren't top on your
wish list, have no fear there is an
alternative for those a little less
brave.
The Ghost Tour of Philadelphia
in Philadelphia, PAi s open from
Mondays to Saturdays through the
entire month of October. From
Monday to Thursday there is one
tour a night that starts at 7:30 p.m.
and on Fridays and Saturdays there
are two tours starting at 7:30 and
9:30. Admission is $12 and reservations are required, 215-4131997.
One way to get the full effect of
the beautiful fall foliage on a sunny
afternoon is the Corn Stalking
USA's Day Com Stalking Maze in
Royersford, Montgomery County.
The maze is open from 10 a.m.
until dusk on Fridays and Saturdays and from I p.m. until dusk on
Sundays. Admission is $7 and is
worth every penny. For more information ca1l61 0-385-1913.
So throw on a sweater and a pair
of sneakers and get out there and
enjoy the season!

Emmy's Pushed Back Once
Again,
Directors Debate Another Rescheduling
Sarah Ewald
Griz::.ly A & E Editor

For the second time in less
than a month the 53'd Emmy
awards are on hold.
When President George
W. Bush and the American military force made the decision to
invade Afghanistan and wage a
wave of attacks on the terrorist
camps and Bin Laden, Hollywood
put one of their biggest yearly
events on hold.
Even before the news of
this military action many Emmy
nominees and network executives
were already speculating about
whether or not the event should
even take place in the wake of the
Sept. I I attacks.
When the American retaliation attacks began many of the

nominees did not want to attend,
and organizers decided to bail on
the show.
Producer John Wells told
the Hollywood Reporter on
www.eonline.com that
"Everyone was hopeful
that it wouldn't take place," Wells
went on to say that it would have
been "grossly inappropriate lOcontinue under these circumstances:·
So now the big decision is
whether or not a third attempt
should be made to hold the Emmy
A wards this year.
If the show does go one it
will cost organizers millionsofdollars to produce, but that isn't holding anybody back. The event was
going to pay a huge tribute to the
thousands lost in the Sept. I I tragedy.
It is for that reason that
many stars believe that the show
should go on. The Emmy 's were to

have featured guest speakers such
as Walter Cronkite and New York
mayor Rudy Guil iani.
No one is sure when the
Emmy's will take place, but if they
do it will not be the spectacle that
it was supposed to be. The word in
Hollywood is that the Emmy's will
most likely take place in the form
of a luncheon without the usual
glitz and glamour that accompanies most Tinseltown affairs.
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What is
Going On?

New Artist Exhibited in
Berman
Come visit the brand new exhibit in Berman
this month- Places: Paintings by Lee Cohen. The
exhibit will be shown from October 2nd until December 2nd of this year. Cohen was born and raised
in Southeastern PA but is now a resident of Texas.
She started painting later in life and studied at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Cohen's
paintings are representational in nature, and most
of her paintings are of landscapes with unusual '
vantage points and also focus on natural patterns.
Cohen has traveled a great many places in the
United States and abroad, including the countryside surrounding her home in Pennsylvania. These
places that she has visited are documented in her
amazing oil and watercolor paintings now exhibited in Berman Upper Gallery.

Sarah Ewald
Grizzly A & E Editor

The C D " What's Going
On" with the remake of Marvin
Gaye'ssong, " What's Going On,"
w ill be in store on October 23,
2001 .
U2's Bono and Je rmaine
D upri had the idea to re make the
song in an effort to raise awareness about the devastati ng effects
of AIDS in Africa.
Unl ike a lot of remakes
th is song in
c luded many diffe rent art is ts. Fro m C hris tin a
Aguilera to Eve to *NSYNC to
F red Ou r t, art is ts in Artists
Agai nstAID World wide joined in
to try and reach out the hearts of
millions.
The song was supposed
to debut on World AIDS Day, and

proceeds fro m sale of the CD
were supposed to benefi t the AIDS
re lie f effort .
In li ght of the Sept. I I
attac ks the Artists Agai nst AIDS
decided to broaden the scope of
the song to incl ude their e mo ti ons
and thoughts about what had happened.
The song is an appropriate outle t fo r the reme mbrance of
the attacks, because it is "a classic
ca ll for compas ion, heal ing, and
love" accordi ng to www.whatsgoing-on.org.
There are now fi ve different mixes of the song including a
" main m ix" by Jermai ne Dupri , a
" rock m ix" by Fred Durst, and
three o thers wi th many A-list artists.
On Friday Se pt. 21 , 200 I
at 5:00 p.m. Clear Channe l Radio
simultaneously broadcasted the

" ma in mix" of the song o n a ll of
radio stations.
Proceeds from sales
the CD w ill now be split with
going to the United Way "C;IJ'ICm.1
ber I I Fund and 50% going
AIDS re lief organizations
the country.
The United Way .... p.nIIPm. 1
ber I I Fund was created to
help to people and organizations
that need a chance to recover
rebuild.
" Wha t's Going On" is
dedicated to the more than
victims of the di saster and their
loved o nes and also to the
5,000 victims who die each day
AIDS .
If you would likemoreinforma·
tion on " What 's Going On" and the
people beh ind this worthy cause
go to e ither www .MTV.com 01
ww w.whats-go ing-on.com.

Special Poetry Edition
Song

cowgirl

Racing the mile of orange moon
We ran the shadow of a fie ld
A little field, a little broken
We were coming there to heal
And all the feathers of your soul
Seemed to glisten while we ran
Even our shadows both were shining
Because we still believe they can
When I met you, you were lonely
Miles away from this moonlight
You were sleeping through your sunrise
And your stars had needed night
But the orange moon shone down on you
And cast a shadow brightly
It seems everything that touches you
Radiates love so slightly
The first time / got to hold you
/ swear my arms began to glisten
But you laughed at my astonishment
And you refused to listen
Could you understand how strong and wild
The music echoes in you
The orange moon's amazed at what
The light has built within you

So we run to leave this tattered road
Orange moon has shone upon
And the light from you that led us here
/s greater than the dawn
Still you don't believe your mag ic
In the golden field we slumber
/ hold you silver with my arms
And could not love another
While your soul fea thers were glowing
Orange moon had kissed our hands
And our shadmvs still were shining
Because we both believe they can
So I sing 10 you of light you give
And the darkn ess that you see
And the orange moon that holds us here
While I watch you, bright and free

(II

never put a cowgirl in an enclosed
space she
will not understand and will wait
til the intemitythe point where inside it has been
eternity and
the quiet will be gonehere is where her brush is
smacked against the wall
her fist is bitten
the ground is raced the sun is hung
in rebellion
(boychild sleeps in the moon so
content
so lethargic and regimented but so
beautiful)
when we leave this place we go by
train and uprising
I will take the steel from the tracks
and make it my own
( not even your breathing touches
my ears
to let me know if you feel this)
In your building my soul has
stayed
and it is tears to think of trains,
it's madness to dream of tracks
felt in
calloused souls but when we leave
this place
we leave by trains and uprising.
never put a cowgirl in an enclosed
space.
she will not understand.

'

softest notes
Sing you blues in a midnight hotel
You just tell me when to stop
I'll move you with a shovel meant for digging
earth
For uncovering all you've got
Oh honey I like to think you come from all those
holes
Creation tries to spring from
And when the moon and jazz gather in puddles at
your feet
You leave it to me to sing them
Babe your silver blues are so enticing
I'd follow you around on those city roads
Dragging my long black dress behind me
And lingering eyes on your softest notes
I hide behind gossamer curtains
While your soul it breezes through
And baby if you would need me
I would love your trumpet too
You are moonlight on my blushes
You are velvet on the stage
The music moves my baby's muscles
Jazz is what my baby plays
Sing you blues in a midnight hotel
Just try to tell me when to stop
I'll move you with a shovel meant for digging
earth
For uncovering all you got

- Anonymous

- Sarah Napolitan

- Anonymous

.
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Chinese Food: ( The
Staple of Every
College Student's
Diet
Christine Ginty

Griz;:.ly Copy Edilor

Despite the wonderful dishes that
an: available on campus. sometimes we yearn for something a
lillie different. So when Ramen
ceases to fulfill our appetites the
only thing to tum to is Chinese
tilOd.
This week in our comparison
pricing we will look at Chinese
restaurants in the area and report
on their prices. specials. and variety of food.

Jade Garden
This restaurant has Lunch Specials from Monday to Saturday:
11:30 am- 3:00 pm.
TheSpecial included soup. steamed
or fried rice. and your choice of
one of the nineteen platters. The
variety of platters include vegetables. seafood. and all types of
meat. The price of these Lunch
time Specials ranges from $4.95$6.50.
Although this restaurant is little
farther than the average college
student wants to go for food (
Located in The Plaza of King of
Prussia) it has a variety of Asian
foods unavailable at other restaurants. The Jade Garden has Chinese and Japanese food including
a sushi bar. Unfortunately the do
not deliver and their pr,ice~ are
definitely higher that the other
places.

from thirtY-lline dIshes between
$4.25-$5.95. Roast pork fried rice
or white rice. choice of soup(
Wonton. Egg Drop. or Hot and
Sour Soup). or a can of soda comes
with this meal.
They also have a dinner combinations ideal for any college student. The combos include pork
fried rice. egg roll. and soda and a
wide election of dishes. The dinner meals cost anywhere between
$6.50 and $7.95.
The other great thing about Great
Wall : it's located next to Acme in
the Collegeville Shopping Center
and they del iver right to your door. '
China Jade
Lunch Specials occur at the same
time as the other two places. Like
Great Wall. their specials come
with the choice of rice and soup.
Thei r lunch selection incl udes thirty
dishes that are slightly more expensive then Great Wall. $4.50$6.50.
If the specials do not sati fy the
appetite China Jade. located next
to Blockbuster on 2 nd A venue. has
a Lunch Buffet on Wednesday
and Friday (II :30-1:30),[or$4.95
Although they do have dinner
combinations. China Jade will deliver your food.
J ll ~ ,.; J b \jr

The best ChInese restaurant
«
"- '
se~ms ·to be r Grellt' Wall1. 17hey
provide an extensive variety of
food at the best prices. While the
people at all these restaurants seem
Great Wall
nice. the people Great Wall are
Their Lunch Special goes from
always very friendly and the food
Monday- Saturday: II :30 am is always delivered speedily and
3:00 pm also. You can choose hot.

Class of 2003' Has a
New President
involved as possible, not justthose
that are in this class, but we need
to come together as an entire
school. There is a need for us to
go out into the community and
create a lot of opportunities for
the people who need us. We will
participate in at least wee of~
following in support of our community. A canned food drivel
needy item donations. adopt a
family (Christmas time). and 10..
cal donation walks (MS. AIDS.
or Breast Cancer) .. Woltjen 0J>-

served.
Woltjen feels we]) prepared\o
make an impact on the community. With a major in communtdations and a minor in socio!bgy.
Wolljen describes herself.
a
hard worker in an arraY~mJra
curricular activities.
mem~ofUSGA.asWim~»
slot on the UC radlOi $tlll
fonner rugby nl~IVp.r~
written for the
Woltjen also

as

Alpha P~i. She

accomp1ishments

help berpeople
looking

tn"'WAi"I"I '

student body
cused on the

Ptesiqent of
¥~herv.~v.~_" ....

support'"

.

GREEK
SarabEwaJd

Dazzling Dateds
Saturday Nov. 3 is the first
Oday of rushing for the fraternities and sororities. This is
the start of a very exciting
and fun time.
Rushing lasts until approximately the first weekend after winter break. and usually
there are multiple rushes per
weekend.
For anyone who is a little
confused or unsure here are
some clarifications on what
some of the Greek Comer
terms mean.
First of all rushing is when
all eligible freshmen . sophomore. and junior girls and guys
try to see if Greek life is right
for them, and if so what organization.
The Greek organizations
usually have rushes from 810 p.m .. and these functions
are only for people who are
eligible to pledge. Often the
rushe will have themes to
them. such as a beach party.

r
n

e

r

kamikaze. 80 ·s. etc. The si ters
and the brothers attempt 10 get to
know all the people who attend.
Even if you don't decide to
pledge rushing is a great way to
meet new people and have a IOn of
fun.
Secondly, I fear that the term
dated might be confusing 10 some.
In simple terms. a dated is a dance.
If a dated is open it means anyone
can come. and if a dated is closed
it means that only eligible girls or
guys can go.
Dateds are fun. and are also a
great way 10 get to know the Greeks
on campus. They are something
different to the ordinary party experience.
[hope this cleared up any confusion that people might be having.
Nowon tothe fall and winter dated
schedule.
Alpha Sigma Nu will be hosting
their annual open rush Dated on
Saturday, Nov. 3 at Academy Hall
from 8:00p.m. to 12:00p.m. Buses
will leave Reimert around 7:30 p.m.
Ticket prices will be $20 per couple
or $15 stag. Tickets will be sold
outside of Wismer starting the
week of Oct. 29. Sig Nu sisters
will also be selling tickets through-

out Reimert. the Quad. and BWC
that week. Buy yourticket early so
you can rest easy knowing you
have a ticket to the be t dated all
year. Put on your dancing shoes
and get ready for a night of fantastic fun with the Nu crew!!!!
Tau Sigma Gamma, Beta
Sigma Lambda. and Sigma Rho
Lambda will be hosting our Dated
at Mount Carmel Club on Saturday. Nov. 10 from 8:00 p.m . to
12:00 a .m. Buses will leave
Reimert at 7:30 p.m. Get ready to
have fun!!!
The Dirtmen of Pi Omega
Delta, who live in 942 Main St..
wi II be hosting an open Dated on
Friday. Nov. 16'h at the Flaggstaff
Night Club in Jim Thorpe. PA.
This event is open to the entire
campus. and everyone is welcome
to come. The Dated will include.
as always. theme bu e . a professional OJ. club lighting systems.
and an ab urdly good time. The
mountaintop club boasts a 100mile view of the Pocono Mountain . Thi will be the biggest party
Ursinu has een in at least the
past four years. Tickets will be on
sale starting after fall break and
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ten buses have already been reserved. Prepare yourselves.
Phi Alpha Psi is having their
rush dated on November 30, 200 I.
It is open 10 all eligible freshmen.
sophomores. and juniors. and will
be held at the Mt. Carmel Club.
More information to follow.
Omega Chi is having their annual ru h dated on Jan. 19 at The
Bam at Birchwood. More information to come as the date approache .
So mark your calendar , save
your money. put on your be t pair
of dancing shoes. and get ready for
an awesome time!
Remember if you want your
Dated or Greek information posted
just e-mail Sarah Ewald at
saewald@ursinus.edu.
Finally. remember. Greek Week
200 I T-shirts are still on ale. The
back is emblazoned with the catchy
phrase. "No matter the letters,
Greek is Better." Who can re ist
that? Anyone interested in adding
one of these fine T-shirts 10 their
collection see the nearest Phi Psi
girl for more details.

Can't Decide What to Do After Graduation?
This Online Program Will Help
Andre Almeida
Gri::;:ly Writer

The career guidance and information tool, Sigi PLUS. is now
available on the Web for Ursinus
students.
Career Serv ices prov ides
Ursinus students with information
and resources to help them decide
what to do after graduation or
even what to graduate on to next.
To achieve this goal, the Career
Services Office offers some interesting tools to assess students'
interests and help them realize
which field to pursue. Sigi PLUS
has always been here for students.
but it was only available by ap-

pointment at the Career Services
Office.
It is now available at any computer. any time. since Ursinus recently gained online access to it.
Carla Rinde, Career Services Director. says "it makes it real easy
to use since you can do it any time.
for example. in your room at 3 in
the morning."
Sigi PLUS helps you pinpoint
your career options based on your
interests. values. and education.
The program starts by setting a
range of values that are most important to you, in a very relaxed
way. You playa card game and in
the end you have your own set of
values ready to be analyzed by the
computer.

But not everything is fun and
games. You have to be careful not
to misinterpret what the program
is telling you and to think seriously
about your interests and goals.
Don't get frustrated if an error
message appear on the screen. It
often happens to users and your
work might still be there. It is a
minor inconvenience for all Sigi
PLUS offers.
Another interesting feature of
the Sigi PLUS program is that it
will list careers that match your
previously picked values. In that
section you can also click on the
career you like and get a brief
description of duties and related
aspects of the job.
Carla Rinde points out that even

though Sigi PLUS is a very helpful
tool. it must be used as one among
many to help students examine all
their options. Aftertaking this step,
it is useful to make an appointment
at Career Services and further
explore career and major options.
At Career Services students can
enjoy othertools uch as the Strong
Interest Inventory. the MyersBriggs Type Indicator or the Hoiland Self-Directed Search. All
these different tests might sound
confusing. but they can unvei I many
fields of study otherwise neglected
by the student. Seeing all the opportunities. interests and values in
black and white makes it easier to
help answer the question: What
the heck am I doing here?!

The New Fall Fashion Trend: The
Jean Skirt
Kelly Gray
Gri<.z.ly Wriler

Stores in the malls across the
country will begin displaying their
new fall fashions for the season.
One of the most popular fashions
is the jean skirt. The jean skirt will
be available in all lengths from
mini. knee. and ankle. There will
also be different colors of denim
for each skirt. A variety of stores
wi II be advertising great prices for
those who do not have the money
right now. but want the new look.
Abercrombie and Fitch is offering three new jean skirts for this
fall season. A popular item will be
thc five-pocket je:m mini skirt.
which restson the hip withazip fly
at a price of$39.50. Also, the have
the front pocket jean mini skirt
with the zip fly and rests on the hip
at $39.50. For those Who do not
want to show all of your legs this

season. A&F is presenting the knee
length jean skirt at $49.50. accompanied with the zip fly and low
waist.
American Eagle is offering several skirts in the fall line up. but only
one jean skirt. They have the
engineered jean mini skirt. which is
dark denim with a low-rise waisr.
zip fly. and hits at the mid thigh.
The jean skirt is on sale at AE at a
price of$29.95.
For a more sexy or sophisticated
type of jean skirt. Gap is the store
to shop at. On display is the slitfront jean skirt at $38.00. This
skirt has a sexy front slip. five
pockets. low-rise hip. and falls just
below the knee. Also. Gap is
offering the long slit-front jean skirt
with a full length front-slit. front
packets. and a clean back at a

price of $44.00. The more classy
look. they have the front pleated
skirt. which ranges from $19.99$38.00 in colors black. blue. and
brown. This skirt offers a pleated
front with a clean front and back
and side pockets.
J. Crew is prescnting three new
exciting styles for jean skirts this
fall season. The torn mini jean
skirt has a frayed waist with a
bunon fly and is hip slung at the
price of $48.00. A Iso. the streaky
denim skirt. which is a low-rider
and a slim, tapered tit with a button
front. two of seam pockets and a
back yoke with a price of $48.00.
If you feel like your denim weighs
you down, J .Crew is now offering
the lightweight jean skirt at $68.00.
The skirt has an abraded wash for
a worn-in look with a zip fly and

coin pockets.
The store with all of the greatest
fashions and prices is Old Navy.
This fall season the women' sway
low mini jean skirt is popular. This
skirt is low-waist. hits mid thigh
with scoop pockets in the front.
patch pockets in the bac k, and a zip
fly at a price of$17.50. Also. they
have the women's long jean skirt
on sale for a price of$12.99. This
skirt offers an ankle length with a
slit in the back. one back pocket,
and a zip fly.
All of these stores are offering a
wide variety of jean skirts, which
should be helpful when you go to
buy your jean skirt. If you want to
sport the skirt this fall. but not the
jean skirt. all of these stores are
offering skirts in corduroy • leather,
pleat her, suede. and wool.
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Give the Wismer Staff a Break: They're
Working for You
Ally on Kronsteiner
Special to the Grizzly

The first Wismer Dining Committee meeting was held on
Wedne day, Oct 3rd. A handful of
student
howed up, including
myself, a well a the two head
chefs, Dean Nolan, and some
Wismer dining director.
Overall, the meeting was extremely uccessful at conveying
the student's outlook of Wi mer,
but for every po itive comment
made, several negative ones followed. The purpose of the meeting was not to belittle Wismer, but

to make constructive comments
and criticisms about the many
change that need to be made this
semester. Unfortunately, some
tudents badgered the admini trator to the point where they hould
have been asked to leave the meeting. The primary issue: name tags
for food.
Now everyone likes to know
what they are eating, including
my elf. But we, as college tudents, hould have the knowledge
and common sense of what most
food items are, especially obvious
ones, like spaghetti or lettuce. I
agree with this particular student
that we do need name tags overall,
e pecially on certain items like
dressing , condiments, and the

Who Is
II

Grizzly" the
Bear?

Abby Stammen ± Emily Fishwjck
Special to the Grizzly

Three weeks ago the campus
was littered with "a mi sion statement" addressing all students.
What was "Grizzly the Bear" trying to say?
Overall the "mission statement"
seemed to be a plea for more
parties on campus. But it also contained erroneous information. No,
it's not true that Ursinus College is
the thirteenth ranked biggest party
school in the United States. Obviously, Zacharius Urisnus was misquoted and if you are a fan of the
movie Braveheart, you would
know why. So was there any truth
behind the message?
Yes, college is supposed to be
the time of your life, and we agree.
However a lot of mon~y is put into
our education, so of course "forgetting classes" is not the answer.
The answer is, as "Grizzly the
Bear" surprisingly advocates,
"learning to manage your time."
Don't ignore that test or paper due
next week. Learn to take advantage of the afternoon hours to get
extra work done or catch up on

some sleep. With good time management you will be able to work
and party without tanking your
GPA.
Although the "mission statement" is mostly an exaggeration,
we think that "Grizzly the Bear"
makes one important point. As a
junior and a enior, we agree that
Ursinus College is not what it used
to be. You don't have to party
every single night, but we remember times when you could find a
party any night of the week. These
options have become non-existent.
We asked seniors their opinion on
the "mission statement." We found
that overall they agreed with us.
Megan McNichol said, "I think
'Grizzly the Bear' makes some
good points. The schoo l (socially)
has been going downhill since my
freshman year." Shane Hobbs
admitted that, "freshman year, it
was a lot harder to get up for my
I :30 p.m. class."
So it's up to us to decide whether
we want to spend our time in Olin
Lab, or provide our campus with
more social alternative . But remember none of this can be done
without good time management.

burger/ho tdog line. Wismer certainly doe n't want people tastetesting the food and they should be
held accountable for informing us,
the consumer, of what we are
eating. But give the Wismer taff
a break.
We can't expect to ee every
one of our requests, including
nametags, over night. It's impo sible. You know it and I know it.
Give them a week, a month even.
If students don't 1ike what is going
on in Wi merortheserviceoffood
or the lack of nametags, then go
and volunteer to help or pick up a
part time job there. Earn orne
extra money while helping to peed
along the improvement proces .
Don ' t simply sit there, complain,

yell, orcriticize without picking up
a serving spoon and helping out.
Moreover, attend the dining committee meeting. Make your voice
heard, not ju t by your friends, but
by the people in charge. Student
forget the amount of work and
time that goe into feeding them
and expect their demand s to be
answered immediately, a ta k that
i usuallyimpos ible.
Secondly, students mu t understand that the dining admini trators are not in charge of every
thing. Food is hipped to Wi mer
via a distributor. At the meeting,
one Wi mer director told us that
five or more cartons of oranges
were thrown out immediately because they were moldy. The or-

anges didn't mold here, they came
that way from the di tributor, the
arne with the lettuce. Lately, it's
been a little brown and wilted. But
this is due to the extremely short
shelf life of produce, on top of the
fact that shipping it to Ur inus may
take a day or more.
We, as student, need to be more
aware of the fact that some things
ju t aren't in the chool's control;
the admin i trator can try to change
or accommodate the problems, but
we can't blame Wismer before
knowing all the facts.
We have to give Wismer credit:
they put up with our sloppine s,
laziness, and even our rudeness
every day at every meal. Pay
them the respect they deserve and

treat them with some kindness.
you don't know what something
ask. If you don't like
tell the chefs or attend the din
committee meetings. While
have the right to free speech
have the right to voice Our
cern , we al 0 have the obI
to treat the employees with
pect. Don't bypass the chain
command by going to the
dent or high-level admini
without fir ttalking to the .. " .... 1.....
we interact with everyday.
over, give them the benefit of
doubt because they are trying
hard. They deserve at lea t
much from us.

Ruby's Restaurant: A Tasty
Time Capsule
Sarah Ewald
A&E Co-EdiJor

Have you ever wondered what
it would be like to take a trip back
in time?
If the answer to that que tion is
ye , than read on to find out how.
Ruby's restaurant located in the
King of Prussia mall in King of
Prussia gives you the opportunity
to go back to the golden fifties and
experience what a diner or drivein experience would be like.
The first time I ever walked into
Ruby's I felt as if I had stepped
back in time. The waitresses all
wore red and white striped outfits
with little hats perched on their
heads. They all looked as if they
had walked off the set of a fifties
movie.
Instead of tables, the restaurant
was entirely filled with booths, giving diner an intimate eating expe-

Spring Break with STS
America's #Student
Tour Operator.
Promote trips
on-campus, earn cash
and free trips.
InfolReservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

rience, yet a very relaxed atmosphere.
Old Coca-a-Cola poster and
decorations filled the walls, and in
the front of the restaurant was a
large gumball machine.
It wasn't just the atmosphere
and ambience that gave Ruby's a
fifties feel and made it an enjoyable experience.
One look at the menu and I knew
I was in trouble. There were so
many choices that I felt overwhelmed. I wanted one of absolutely everything on it. And unfortunately the affordable prices almost made that possibly.
Ruby's has about a million different flavors of double-thick
milkshakes, ranging from peanut
butter chocolate to Oreo to pumpkin. There are two different sizes,

regular and a kiddie. The regular is
huge, and the kiddie isn't as pintsized as it may sound.
For a real trip back 1950, try a
vanilla, cherry, or chocolate coke,
which are ab olutely delicious.
There are al 0 over 10 different
types of burgers , and you are able
to substi tute a burger for chicken,
a veggie burger or a turkey burger.
A minus is that french fries are
separate from a burger or regular
sandwich, but that doesn't mean
that there is less variety. A customer has the choice of regular
fries, lite fries chili fries, or fringers
(onion rings and french fries).
For the lighter eater or the vegetarian, Ruby 's has a variety of
salads and vegetarian sandwiches
or meals.
It doesn't stop there. They have

3 different types of tacos, veggie,
chicken, and fish. And they also
offer actual dinners such a turkey
and mash potatoes, orchicken potpie.
Last but not lea t, Ruby's has a
full breakfast menu that goes to II
a.m. It feature a wide variety
omelets and cinnanmon-rolll'r" "n"~I.
toast.
"Ruby's is great. I love to eat
there. The price is right and the
food is great," said senior Katie
Lambert.
Senior Emily Callahan, an employee of Ruby's says,
"I know this is bia because I
work there, but the food i great. I
eat here when I don't have to
work, and my friends love it."

A Message From President
Strassburger:
The Ursinus community extends its condolences to the friends and associates
Dave Porter, 51, an employee of the
Keenan Concrete Group, who was killed
in a construction accident while working at the Warfel construction site 0
campus last Friday. Mr. Porter was
resident of Lancaster, and had no imme
diate survivors. Our deepest sympath
goes to those who knew him and worke
with him.
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Check out how V.C. did over homecoming
weekend
Ursinus Field Hockey Bears Wake From
Hibernation; Crush
takes victory over
Gettysburg 31-7
Holy Cross
Rebecca Borbidge
Sports Editor

Homecoming weekend was a
lUSy one for the Ursinus women's
ield hockey team.
The Bears kicked off their week:nd with a game against Holy Cross
College on Saturday Oct. 13.
The Bears won 3-2 in overtime
with senior Allison Vasta scoring
the winning goal with two minutes
left in the game.
Holy Cross scored early in the
first half of the game. The Bears
'etaliated when sophomore
Amanda Young, with an assist
from senior Tara Lucas, scored
the first goal for the Bears with
2:0 I left in the first half.

Holy Cross scored again in the
second half making the score 2- I ,
but then Vasta scored her first and
the team's second goal, tying up
the score.
The game went into overtime
with a score of 2-2, and it looked
like the teams were destined for a
double overtime until Vasta shot
her winning goal.
Junior goalkeeper Nicole
Monatesti had 8 saves.
All in all the Bears played a great
game on the scoreboard and on the
field.
On Sunday, Oct. 14 the Bears
played their second game of the

weekend against Dukeat Villanova
Stadium.
Duke defeated the Bears 8-0,
although the Bears did manage to
put up a decent fight from the start
to the finish of the game.
Monatesti had 8 saves and sophomore goalkeeper Joanne Barbieri
had 5 saves.
This weekend the Bears travel
to Washington, D.C. to compete
against American University on
Saturday Oct. 20 and Georgetown
University on Sunday, Oct. 21.
Good luck Bears, and make
Ursinus proud!

Volleyball wins against Bryn Mawr
and U. of the Sciences
Fallon Szarko
Grizzly Copy Editor

it."

The Ursinus Women's Volley- Marie DiFeliciantonio added four added seven kills and eight blocks,
ball team had matches in both con- kills each. Dougherty added 13 while Dougherty registered 30 assists.
ference and non-conference ac- assists and 20 digs.
On Saturday, the Bears also fell
On
Wednesday,
October
10,
tion in the past two weeks.
On Tuesday, October 2, 2001, 200 I , the Bears swept Bryn Mawr, to Johns Hopkins, 1-3. Woodard
the Bears defeated the University 3-0. Shearer pounded 10 kills and pounded 15 ki lis and added 12 digs,
of the Sciences, 3-2. Senior Katie added three solo blocks to lead while DiFeliciantonio added 12
Shearer led the team with IS kills. Ursinus in Centennial Conference kills. Shearer registered 10 kills
Senior Eboni Woodard registered action. Nolan and Woodard con- and Dougherty contributed 36 asII kills and 21 digs. Sophomore tributed six kills each. Dougherty sists. The Ursinus Women's VolLaura Dougherty added seven kills, added three kills, 21 assists, and leyball team is now 7-18,2-5 Cc.
On Tuesday, October 16, 200 I,
43 assists, and 21 digs. Sopho- nine digs. DiFelicantonio registhe
Bears will compete with
tered
three
kills,
four
service
aces,
more Jen Nolan contributed eight
DeSales
at 7:00 p.m. in the Floy
and nine digs.
kills and six blocks.
On Saturday, October 13,2001, Lewis Bakes Field House. On
On Saturday, October 6, 200 I ,
Ursinus fell to Franklin & Marshall Ursinus fell to Dickinson, 1-3. Tuesday, October 18, 200 I, the
in Centennial Conference action, Woodard recorded eight kills and Bears will travel to Alvernia. On
0-3. Shearer led the Bears with 22 digs while DiFeliciantonio Saturday, October 20, 200 I, the
five kills, two digs, and two blocks. pounded nine kills and added II Bears will play Western Maryland
Nolan, Woodard, and Sophomore digs to lead Ursinus. Shearer at Swarthmore.

XC Cleans up at
Lehigh University
Rebecca Borbidge
Sports Editor

On October 6, 200 I, the men's

and women's cross country teams
traveled to Lehigh University in
U,lhleheln for the Paul Short Invi....,11111111. Forthe men, Senior Brian
I'BIClp'roh,pc:, ran his lifetime best
10K race in 27:46, placing
.,holnolre Drew Foy finished
, shortly after, with a season
timeof28:57. Also achieving
.~tinlebest,Junior Dan Reimol d
in 30:46.5, also beating his
best by 35 seconds in 3091h
Freshmen Andy Breuninger
Aziz Shaikh also ran their lifebest in the meet at 31 :57

(328th) and 36:24 (3S4'h), respectively.
For the women's race, Sophomore Katie Dougherty finished 19'h
in 23:30 for SK. Senior Lindsey
Glah crossed the line less than two
minutes later to take I 27'h in 25: 15.
Running close behind was Senior
Jamie Johnston, who finished in
163rd place with a time of2S:S3.
SeniorCaptain Mariana Morris and
Freshman Gina Willett finished almost side by side with time of
26:39 and 26:41. Out of 340 runners, Senior Lauren Cyrsky finished in 27: 16 at 249111 place.

Retraction: In the
last Issue there
was a mistake
made concerning
the author of the
Comparative
Pricing Report on
Film. It was written by Leslie
Carter, and not by
Christine Ginty.

Rebecca Borbidge
Sports Editor

Stands packed with alumni
cheered as Shearrod "Sherwood"
Duncan stole the show at Patter on
Field as he led the Bears (3-3, 22CC) to an exciting Homecoming
victory over the Bullets (2-4, 03CC), 31-7. Duncan rushed an
amazing 34 times for 280 yards
and two touchdowns. He became
the schools all-time leading point
scorerwith 174, was named Homecoming MVP and Centennial Conference Offensive Player of the
Week (for the third time this season). The Bears offensive line
pounded the Bullets defense all
day long, which allowed Duncan
to run rampant. "He's the sexiest
little running back I' ve ever seen,"
screamed hundreds of Duncan's
female admirers from the stands.
The rock solid defense of the
Bears held strong once again.
Ursinus held Gettysburg to just 83
yards rushing and 260 yards total.

Lyle Hemphill turned in a Joe
Conte-like performance as he registered eight tackles, recovered a
fumble, and recorded an interception on homecoming. This put him
on the Centennial Conference
Defensive Honor Roll for the second straight week following last
weeks eighteen tackle performance against Johns Hopkins.
Senior linebacker Mark Hineman
intercepted a pass in the third quarter and returned it thirty-one yards
for a touchdown. "I just love
scoring touchdowns," said Mark
after the game.
"Our defense has been incredible this year and has kept us close
in all of our games," said junior
quarterback Chris Rahill.
"We have guys like Mike Dale
and Paul Graham shutting teams
down on defense and then helping
us out on offense." Dale and

Graham both moonlighted this week
on the offensive ide of the ball.
Dale at receiver and Graham at
fullback. "Now that's what a team
i all about," commented Rahill.
He was able to connect with Dale
in the second quarter on a 13-yard
scoring strike.
"This is the best thing that ever
happened to me," bellowed Paul
"Baby H uey" Graham when asked
about his appearance on the offensivesideofthe ball. " I love the fact
that I get to help out the team on
defen1>t' and offense. plus girls Iike
guys who score touchdown , as\"
Duncan ."
The Bears had come from disappointing loss to Johns Hopkins the
week before and are happy to be
back on track . The last home
game of the season will be next
Saturday, Family Day here at
Ursinus. The Bears will play host
to Wooster College.

Men I S Soccer meets
Gettysburg
Dan Uszaki
Sports Writer

On Saturday, October 13, the
Ursinus Men's Soccer team lost to
Gettysburg in a 4-0 battle. The
Bullets had 26 shots on goal, helping Ursinus keeper B.J. Callaghan
register II saves. Ursinus only
managed to put up 2 shots for the
game. Gettysburg got goals from
four different players. Clayton
Krum scored the only goal in the
first half at the 34: 18 minute mark.
Three more goals followed in the

second half, scored by Chri Borcik
(54:51), Malcom Thomas (79:46)
and Brett Kelly (88:43).
Commenting on the loss, senior
forward Steve Wilkes stated, "We
were all really disappointed, especially since it was Homecoming
and it was a really far away game."
Scott Hussey, another senior forward expressed his view about the
loss remarking, with so much talent, I don't understand why we

haven't had a winning season since
I've been here.
The Bears started off their season strong winning their first two
games. However. they found themselves in a drought losing their next
seven games.
After this last loss. the Bears
have fallcn to a 5-8 record (2-4 in
the Centennial Confercnce). The
Bears next game is this Wednesday away against West Chester.

Barth Becomes Record-Holder
for Points
Susann Sobolewski
Special to the Grizzly

Courtney Barth. a junior at
Ursinus, plays for the women's
soccer team, which entered its
sixth season this year. She is now
the proud holder of the record for
all-time leading points in Ursinus
College women' s soccer history.
On Sept. 26'h, Barth registered
an assist on a game-winning goal
by junior Abbey Smith in a game
against Washington College. At
that point, her career 23 goals and
four assists combined to give her a

total of SO points. placing her in the
record-holding position. She led
the 2000 team with six goals and
five assists, totaling I7 points
(points are awarded at two points
for each goal and one for each
assist.). She currently leads the
200 I squad with six goals and three
assists, equaling 15 points.
On Oct. 3rd , Barth scored first in
the 24'h minute with help from
junior Kristen Dincher during the
Bears' 3-2 win over Swarthmore.
That goal has tied Barth for the all-

time leading scorer In Ursinus
women's soccer history.
Barth says that she IS proud of
her accomplishments and is honored to be a part of such a great
team.
The Lady Bears will face Villa
Julie at home on Saturday. Oct.
20,h with a 3:00 p.m. starting time.
They will also travel to face the
Mules of Muhlenberg in a 7:00
p.m. conference game on Tuesday, Oct. 23'd. Come out and show
your Ursinus support!

I
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Field Hockey
Changing NCAA
Division
Memo from President
Strassburger
This pa t June, the college wa
informed that it NCAA Divi ion I
field hockey team, which had been
competing in the Patriot League,
was being dropped by the league.
The league explained that it wa
striving to establ ish a publ ic identity, and it did not believe that a
small college competing in just one
port fit with that agenda.
I immediately convened a committeeof tudents, alumni, faculty,
and taff to recommend alternative to the Athletic Director for
what i one of the oldest, most
successful field hockey programs
in the country . The committee
recommended that we not become
an independent, but that we explorean associate membership with
one of two other NCAA Divi sion
I leagues. In either league, we
would have been the smallest institution competing. In one league,
we would have been the only nationalliberal arts college competing; in the other, which include
West Coast institutions, we would
have been, along with Davidson,
one of only two liberal arts college . In both leagues, we would
have been the only in titution not
offering athletic cholar hip.
Over my tenure at Ursinus, as I
have become more and more
knowledgeable, I have taken increasing pride, not ju t in the
college's fi eld hockey traditions,
but in the leadership, commitment
and pursuit of excellence of those
students who have chosen to participatein theDivi ion I field hockey
program at Ur inu. Their standards of excellence have elevated
all our a pirations.
Now, however, we are faced
with the decision of how best we
can continue our pursuit of excellence. At this time, we still have
not heard whether either league
will invite us to participate, but
rather than wait for others to determine our fate, we need to deci de our future for our elves. Since
we are aloin recruiting sea on, in
fairness to everyone, it is absolutely critical that we not postpone
adeci ion aday longerthan neces-
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Women's Soccer Rocks the
House
Rebecca Borbidge
Spons Editor

ary. There is a consensus among
fac ulty and administration that the
college does not want to shift scholar hip re ources away from tho e
most academically gi fted and those
mo t in need, so ath letic scholarhips are not an option. Moreover,
as a national liberal art college, it
i clear our destiny is lin ked toour
increa ing recognition as one of
the leading liberal arts colleges In
the country, and it is those other
colleges with whom we are best
suited to compete. Ultimately, in
fairness to our athletes, we need to
compete on a level playing field
with imilar college -a field on
which we can aspire to the highest
uccess. It will be again t other
leadi ng liberal art colleges that
we can expect to give our students
the mo t opportunities for continued achievement.
Therefore, the college is requesting that it be granted Division III
tatus in field hockey. We anticipate playi ng for championships in
the near future (there will be a
waiting period) in the Centennial
Confe rence (Bryn Mawr,
Dicki nson, Franklin & Marshall,
GettYSb urg, Haverford , John s
Ho pkin s,
Muhlenberg,
Swarthmore, Washington, and
Western Maryland).
The profe sionalization of intercollegiate athletes has been moving forward rapidly. The trend is
almost wholly pemiciou ,and the
time has come for us to separate
our great traditions from it. We all
should applaud both the long-standing uccess of our field hockey
program and the new opportunity
that awaits us to compete with the
other best scholar/athlete colleges
in the country. We all also need to
recognize that the transi tion will be
complicated for our current students, so I invite you to renew your
enthusiasm for their abilities and
commitment and to join me in
cheering for them, off the field and
on. We have a home game tomorrow at I :00 against Holy Cross ,
and I encourage everyone who
can, to attend it.

Did you miss
Oktoberfest?!
Don't miss out on this year's snazzy
shirts! They're still for sale! Check in
the Wismer Lobby at meal times and
don I t forget to bring some money!! !
Last year's style is $5
This year's short sleeve is $10
This year's long sleeve is $12
Festivities and Shirts sponsored by U SG A

HeipWanted
We have fIlled almost all the writing positions for sports
wrirers.butIamstilllookingforpeopletocoverCrossCountry,
Men's Soccer, and Women's Soccer. If you are interested, e-mail
me atreborbidge@ursinus.eduorcallx3526.

As of Saturday, October 10,
200 I, the women's occer team
achieved a record of 5 wins, 8
losses, and 2 tie by winning three
out of their five games over the
break. Throughout the pa t two
week UC women' soccer ha
faced teams like Western Maryland, Swarthmore, and Franklin &
Mar hall. Player like Senior Krista
Bailey, Junior Courtney Barth ,
Sophomore Krista Smith, and
Freshman Aubrey Andre alway
thinking a a team, the Bears are
able to defeat anyone.
In their Tue day, October 2nd
game against Delaware Valley,
the Bears took their econd wi n on
the home field. With both teams
vying to make the fir t goal, both
teams remained scoreless throughout regulation play. In the first
over time period, nei ther team
made a shot. Fi nally, with three
minute left to go for OT, Sophomore Kri ta Smith scored her fir t
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career goal and the game winning
shot. Sophomore Cara Goldberg
earned 9 saves again t Delaware
Valley. Eventually, after 26 hots
from Delaware Valley and 23 shots
fro m Ursin us, the Bears won the
game 1-0.
On Wedne day,October 3,200l,
assisted by Junior Kristen Dincher,
Barth found the back of the net to
ope n up the scorin g agai nst
Swarthmore in the 24th minute.
Making th is 24th shot had Barth
tied for first on Ursinus's Career
Goal Li t. Five minutes later,
Graduate Kelly Meyer passed to
Bailey to put the Bears at a 2-0
lead. Meyer had another a i [in
the 37'h minute on Junior Katie
Mullen 's goal. During the second
half Swarthmore made two goals,
but were unable to defeat the Bears.
Sophomore Cara Goldberg earned
six save to take Ursinus to a 3-2
victory and the third win on the
home field.

The tables turned for the women in
their October 6'h game at Franklin
and Mar hall. Freshman Aubrey
Andre started off the scoring in the
36th minute for a 1-0 lead. The
Diplomats' Kell y Kennedy equalized the score in the 54th minute,
shooting pa t UC keeper, Senior
Erin Cantwell, who registered II
saves. In the 66 th minute, Diplomat Jeanette Fin ter made the
game-winning goal, taking F&M
to a 2-1 win.
Juni or Abbey Smith earned the
win for Ursin us again tEastern on
Monday, October 8, 2001. However, Junior Jess Troutman made
the fir t hot for the Bears in the
20,h minute off an assist from
Dincher. The women held on to
the 1-0 lead until the 49'h minute
when Eastern's Ruth Parkinson
hot the equalizer, unassisted.
Approximately 6 minutes later,
Andre crossed to Abbey Smith to
put away the game-winner. In the

60 th minute this awesome
some struck again to clinch
game.
Western Maryland traveled
meet the Bears on W
October 10, 200 I. The
Terror took an early lead in the
minute when Heidi Hurtt, ass
by Brooke Weimer, found the
of the net. Just after the start
the second half, Wes
Maryland 's Melissa Merson
creased the lead to 2-1, firing
shot pa t UC's Cantwell.
minutes later Merson, who
assisted by Weimer made her
ond goal of the game. The
finally got a chance to come
in the 84th minute when Bail
goal hit the cross bar.
Senior Melissa Martynenko
up the rebound and slid the
past the WM keeper. The UtA.'.'_
fell to Western Maryland
bringing their season record to
8-2.

Thurs,Oc\. 18

Volleyball

Alvemia

7:00pm

Away

Sat, Oc\. 20

Field Hockey
Football
Men 's Socer
Women 's Soccer

American
Wooster
Western Maryland
Villa Julie

TBA
1:00pm
1:00pm
3:00pm

Away
Home
Home
Home

Volleyball

with Western Maryland

11:00am

Cross Country

East Stroudsburg Univer

TBA

Away

Sun, Oc\. 21

Field Hockey

Georgetown

1:00pm

Away

Tues, Oc\. 23

Women 's Soccer

Muhlenberg

7:00pm

Away

Wed, Oc\. 24

Field Hockey
Men's Soccer
Volleyball

Rider
Haverford
Muhlenberg

4:00pm
3:30pm
7:00p.m

Away

Sat, Oct. 27

Field Hockey
Men's Soccer
Volleyball
Cross Country
Football

Colgate
Muhlenberg
Gwynedd-Mercy
Centental Conference Championships
Muhlenberg

1:00pm
7:00pm
12:00p.m
TBA
1:00pm

Away

Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
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v Good luck sports teams.
Wonderful
season
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t
go
to
a
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